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It happened the 26th May of 2004, 13:48 local time, in “Los Montes”, in the region of Ciudad Real,
estimated position around the municipal terms of Piedrabuena and Porzuna, not too much far from capital
of Ciudad Real. During 4 minutes I have observed what can be described as a Funnel Cloud, observed from
the periphery of the locality Cañada de Calatrava (Ciudad Real), in a distant position several tens of
kilometers towards the south, of course with prism binocular Swift Audubon 8.5x44. The shown photos are
taken in slide with a traditional reflex camera a Nikon F 80 and Nikon objective 28-105 mm, scanned later
with a Epson 3170 Photo and retouched with the edition program Adobe Photoshop Elements 2.0.

From very early, the convective activity was very clear, with formation of great cumulus and
cumulonimbus, originating showers very soon, a little bit of everywhere, without nuclei with an origin
clearly established.

Therefore when directing the glance towards that zone, I didn’t have doubts on the nature of which it
happened there, "It take me" when I look at it was already formed. The left part of the image corresponds
to the west, and the right margin is the east. It was the 13:48 local time. The second is the same photo,
but enlarged to see more details.

Episode 1



Between that hour and the 13:52 h. (4 minutes) it happened the transformation of what by precaution I
am going to describe as "Funnel cloud", although the images give to understand that probably it would get
to touch the surface, case in what it was described as "tornado", but I’m not sure of it, until the moment I
have not known news referred to possible damages or effects on the surface. I only want to mention that
on the vertical of the sighting abounds the brushwood area another forest extensions over hilliness
terrains, in some cases with restricted access because of the proliferation of hunting boundaries.

I am going to show a chronological sequence until the dissipation of the vortex with its corresponding
photo of extended detail...



EPISODE 2...





EPISODE 3...



EPISODE 4: I include two detailed photographs with different size.





EPISODE 5...



EPISODE 6: It seems that it decay, giving the impression like “becoming broken”, not offering an aspect of
so much consistence.



EPISODE 7: Here practically only remain a “pannus” cloud that it accompanied all the process, situated on
the left, and the place that few minutes ago had been the funnel cloud only offer some scattered and
testimonial condensation. End of the story. At right, you can see one of the catenary wires of the route of
the AVE Madrid-Sevilla.



Once it finished, on the fields of the zone, this “mushroom” was growing up. We all know that the heat an
humidity conjunction feel very well to the “fungi”.



It did not need nutrients, reason why its hat extended his widely.



Having the image of the radar of Madrid (copyright INM) at 13:50 local time (beginning moment of the
episode), I show in her, the approximated location of the event with a white circumference. It is necessary
to observe the proximity of moderate reflectivity. It is scattered in all western half of the province,
although is more compact in the north-eastern third and indicating with a little black circle the position of
Cañadas de Calatrava locality (viewpoint from which the phenomenon is described).



According to the information of the British meteorological service (copyright MetOffice), for that day, some
hours before, as you can see down, in surface the situation on the Iberian Peninsula was a flat low being
relatively remote any frontal system, emphasizing a pronounced blocking anticyclone very northern
centered to the north of the British Islands, which a priori is a circumstance of so ambiguity for the Meseta
Sur, although often exists symptoms of instability in height.



Having absolute topography at 500 hPa (copyright Wetterzentrale), is appraised in height (approximately
about 5500 msnm.) a small thalweg knocked down on the vertical of the Peninsula and almost all the
Mediterranean, result of a great undulation of the circumpolar vortex (general west winds belt of the of
media latitudes) drawing a ridge inclined too over the previous, front to the European western coasts
including Scandinavia. Apparently it is a small thalweg but enough to cause instability and convective
phenomena in the Meseta Sur from first hours.



The infrared image of Meteosat-8 (SG) (copyright EUMETSAT) shows instability signs with dispersed
convective nuclei in his immense majority in peninsular Eastern half, to the 14:00 local time.



The 14:00 local time sounding of the nearest locality, Madrid (copyright Benhard Oker), indicates a certain
storm possibility, as it happened, and apparently, the formulated valuation does not contemplate the
appearance of tornadoes. The presence of the thalweg knocked down to the height of Madrid is reflected
by the northeast wind entrance and east-northeast at almost all the levels until 200 hPa. In any case it is
outstanding that the winds in surface to that hour in the zone of study, at smaller latitude and western
position, were northwest to west component, which could insinuate a value to consider as soon as
vorticity, important component to the formation of tornadoes.



In order to put a clasp to so exciting day, afternoon it continued offering beautiful views, for example this
view of the Lagoon of Caracuel, one of the diverse lagoons of Campos de Calatrava, surprisingly rich,
although it could seem the opposite, in these aquatic ecosystems, and that day also in convective
cloudiness.

For me it was a true delight, I hope that for you too.
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